FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Platinum Data Completes EAD Portal Integration
Integration enables FHA appraisal delivery prior to June 2016 deadline
ALISO VIEJO, Calif., December 15, 2015 – Platinum Data Solutions, a provider of valuation data and
analytics solutions, has completed integration with the Federal Housing Administration’s (FHA) Electronic
Appraisal Delivery (EAD) portal. This integration enables Platinum Data’s FHA-approved lender
customers to electronically submit appraisal reports and appraisal data to the FHA prior to loan
endorsement. Platinum Data’s FHA-approved lender customers may also extend their access to the EAD
portal to their designated third-party service providers.
The FHA has stated that it will require appraisals and appraisal data to be submitted through its EAD
portal starting June 27, 2016. Platinum Data is one of the first organizations to complete the EAD
integration. As part of its EAD-readiness program, Platinum Data has also developed and
®

deployed a number of new FHA appraisal review rules within RealView , its appraisal quality and
analytics software for lenders and AMCs.
“When it comes to new regulations, proactive adoption and preparation equate to saving money and
preventing risk,” said Phil Huff, CEO of Platinum Data. “That is why we completed this integration well
before the June 2016 deadline. These days, the three biggest parts of lenders’, AMCs’ and appraisers’
jobs are staying compliant, adhering to the highest quality standards and maintaining strong profit
margins. This integration is one more way we’re helping our customers to accomplish these three
objectives faster, easier and with greater efficiency.”
Platinum Data customers and appraisal management system providers who wish to find out more about
how to utilize Platinum Data’s EAD integration may call customer support at (877) 711-1200.
Platinum Data’s online platform and analytical tools are used to protect the country’s top 10 mortgage
lenders, and are integrated with nine of the top 10 appraisal management systems.
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